2005 BUNCEFIELD VAPOR CLOUD EXPLOSION:
UNRAVELING THE MYSTERY OF THE BLAST
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At 6:00 am on Sunday December 11, 2005 a large explosion occurred at the Buncefield Oil
Storage Depot. The explosion destroyed a significant section of the depot and caused widespread
damage to homes and businesses surrounding the site. The explosion resulted in very large
overpressures (> 2bar), which caused significant damage to neighboring commercial and residential
structures. Broken windows were observed up to 5 miles from the site. Due to the severity of the
event, a special investigative group was formed in January 2006 to oversee the investigation. In order
to achieve very large overpressures in unconfined vapor cloud explosions, a large number of obstacles
are required to cause turbulence and flame acceleration. However, the Buncefield depot was
relatively uncongested and could not cause the observed overpressures.
GexCon was contacted by one of the facility owners to help in the investigation of this large
explosion. Initial site inspections showed that alongside the roads surrounding the site (Buncefield
Lane and Three Cherry Tree Lane), dense vegetation in the form of trees and bushes was present.
Using the explosion simulator FLACS, the geometry of the Buncefield site was modeled including the
dense vegetation. A large, shallow, heavier-than-air gas cloud was defined to cover part of the site and
surroundings. Upon ignition a flame was established in the gas cloud. This flame accelerated through
the trees along the surrounding roads, and resulted in high overpressures of several bar being
generated by FLACS. In addition, FLACS simulations predicted strong convective flow towards the
ignition source and reconciled the observed blast damage indicators. This is the first time the effect of
trees on explosions has been demonstrated by 3D analyses.
To further demonstrate the validity of these results, a set of experiments was performed to show that
congestion caused by dense vegetation could cause strong flame accelerations. The test volume
consisted of a plastic tunnel, 20 m long with a semi-circular cross-section 3.2 m in diameter allowing
for representing lanes of vegetation. The total volume of the tent was approximately 80.4 m3. The
experimental program involved different degrees of vegetation size, vegetation density (blocking
ratio) and number of vegetation lanes (over the full length of the tunnel). The main conclusions of the
study are that trees can have an influence on flame acceleration in gas-air clouds, and that advanced
models such as FLACS can be used to study such influence.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
At 6:00 am on Sunday December 11, 2005 a large explosion occurred at the Buncefield Oil
Storage Depot. The explosion destroyed a significant section of the depot and caused widespread
damage to homes and businesses surrounding the site. Overfilling of one of the storage tanks caused
a release of 300 tons of unleaded gasoline and created a very large vapor cloud (>120,000 m2). The
ignition source of the cloud was likely an emergency pump house. The explosion resulted in very
large ovepressures (> 2bar), which caused significant damage to neighboring commercial and
residential structures.
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The Buncefield Major Incident Investigation Board (BMIIB) was formed in January 2006 to oversee
the investigation. While investigative groups have for a number of years been aware of the potential
for flame acceleration and overpressure generation due to obstacles in gas clouds, the Buncefield
depot was relatively uncongested and could not cause the observed overpressures. In fact in May
2006, the BMIIB concluded that, “The magnitude of the overpressures generated… is not consistent
with current understanding of vapour cloud explosions. … The investigation has, so far, been unable
to establish why the ignition of the vapour cloud and the explosion propagation… caused significant
overpressures that produced the severe damage to property.” In addition, the blast damage indicators
appeared to have contradicted the location of the ignition source, where objects were blown towards
instead of away from the ignition source.
GexCon was contacted by one of the facility owners to help in the investigation of this large
explosion1. Figure 1 shows the northern part of the site before the accident. The present study was
performed to simulate probable explosion scenarios and to attempt to reconcile the damage evidence
with the explosion simulations.

Figure 1

Pre-accident view of Buncefield Oil Storage Depot

The two main goals of the present study were to: (1) provide a foundation for establishing the
probable cause of the incident, and (2) to understand the governing physics and mechanisms that
participated in the explosion
The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) explosion program FLACS, which has been validated
against hundreds of explosion experiments, was used in the study. FLACS simulates the threedimensional development of explosions through clouds of vapor mixtures in complex geometries. It
produces a time history of effects such as combustion progress, explosion pressure and explosion
wind speed at all locations covered by the geometry model.

ANALYSIS
Geometry model of Buncefield
A major physical survey of the site was undertaken on June 27, 2006, resulting in extensive
photos, video survey and some actual measurements. It was particularly noted that the congestion
levels of equipment, tertiary structures, pipes and electrical items on the Buncefield site was assessed
to be very low (i.e., below the threshold for causing significant explosion pressures).
The observed off-site damage, with notable severity in the areas of the Fuji / Northgate car parks and
to the trees in parts of Buncefield Lane and Three Cherry Tree Lane, brought attention to the potential
congestion in that area (i.e., namely the trees themselves). What was unusual was that the avenues of
trees that bordered these lanes were heavily coppiced instead of having a trunk and spreading crown
some way above the ground. In addition, the dense bramble undergrowth along Buncefield Lane was
also considered to be a potential source of congestion. When evaluating the level of “congestion”
(meters of branches per cubic meter of volume) it was found that it was at least as high as that of
pipework in densely congested process areas. Hence a very detailed FLACS model was constructed,
with particular emphasis on the congestion formed by trees along Three Cherry Tree and Buncefield
Lanes (see Figure 2).

Figure 2

FLACS model of the Buncefield tank farm, looking south

Simulation scenarios
Based on CCTV footage, estimates were made of cloud depth (vertical extent) to use in the FLACS
simulations. It was assumed that the visible part of the cloud is a lower limit to cloud depth. Since
there is no known correlation between cloud concentration and cloud visibility, it was taken to be
reasonable that the height of flammable gas was perhaps slightly higher than the visible cloud. The
most realistic cloud depth was then taken to be of the order of 5 m based on a reference point in the
images. Cloud depth will vary since in the simulations the top is kept at fixed height but the ground is
not at the same elevation everywhere.

Figure 3 shows the cloud spread over a 17 minute period in the area just to the west of T912 and the
visible part has increased to 4.5 to 5m above the tank base in this time. It is not clear how much the
cloud increased in thickness subsequently or to what extent the vapor cloud extends above the visible
mist. The visible mist was likely a condensed water mist or it could have been an aerosol of fuel
droplets, or a combination of both. Based on the final report of the BMIIB (volume 2), the horizontal
cloud extent was approximated to be from between the Northgate and Fuji buildings in the west and
to the BPA lagoon in the east (see Figure 4) and from south of Northgate building to north of
Catherine house in the north-south direction.

Figure 3

Build up of mist cloud near tank T912 over 17 minutes (see 12.5m diameter water tank for
scale in background)(HOSL CCTV)

For the purpose of the simulations the cloud is assumed to consist of a homogeneous mixture of
butane and air at stoichiometric concentration. This is likely to be a simplification of the actual cloud
composition, however, if the cloud were to consist of a combination of gas-air at lean concentration
and with droplets making up the remaining fuel in the air, the stoichiometric assumption may very
well be a reasonable one. Experiments2 show that for fuel blends (e.g. crude oil) of most clouds
containing components of both high and low volatility; overpressures do not decrease with increasing
fuel concentration.
Ignition was assumed to take place in the pump house close to Three Cherry Tree Lane and the HOSL
lagoon. The time of ignition coincided within a few seconds with starting the fire pumps. The pump
house walls and roof were taken to rupture at relatively low overpressure (0.1 barg for the north wall,
0.15 barg for other walls and roof). This would lead to a high-speed, turbulent, sizable flame jetting
out to atmosphere and particularly into the tree growth along Cherry Tree Lane.

Figure 4

Site and cloud extent estimated by extent of burn damage (BMIIB final report)

Explosion simulation results
Figure 5 shows both the flame development results (left) and overpressures (right) for an explosion in
a 5m tall cloud. For this case, the pressures are shown between 0.2 and 2 barg, with zones of higher
pressure all being in red. In fact, overpressures reached as high as 10 barg for this simulation of an
explosion in a 5m cloud. Figure 6 shows that the simulated explosion overpressures agreed very well
in both magnitude and location with the estimated overpressures provided in the final report of the
BMIIB final report (volume 2). Notable examples include how closely the simulated 300 mbar
overpressure in the vicinity of Fuji building agreed with the 300 mbar isobar estimate from blast
damage.
Of note is that simulations performed with the same massive flammable gas cloud (5m high cloud),
but with no trees or more traditional trees with large trunks (Figure 7), give very low overpressures
and relatively slow flame development, as would be expected for the uncongested tank farm. Except
at the pump house where ignition takes place, localized maximum overpressures do not typically
exceed 200-300 mbarg and are typically 100 mbarg for most of the involved region. Trees and
undergrowth have not hitherto been modeled in FLACS analyses. The reason why they were in this
study is that they constituted the only congestion in the area near where damage was observed, and
hence where explosion overpressures were probably highest. Also the density of the coppiced trees
and undergrowth was exceptionally high, as was found in the survey in June 2006.
The explosion simulations using actual extremely dense vegetation show that the very long run-up
distances in the highly congested regions caused significant flame accelerations that quite possibly
transitioned to detonations. While FLACS does not model detonations, the blast overpressures and
propagation, as determined from the movement of objects, can equally be described by fast
deflagration or non-detonation conditions. Figure 8 shows that FLACS simulations predicted a very
strong convective flow towards the ignition source (opposite of flame propagation) and agree very
well with the observed blast damage indicators cited in the BMIIB final report (volume 2).

Figure 5:

FLACS explosion simulation of the Buncefield depot with extremely dense vegetation.
Flame propagation (left) and resulting overpressures in bars (right).

Figure 6:

Predicted overpressues (right) compared to estimated pressures in BMIIB final report (left)

Figure 7:

Predicted overpressues with no trees (left) compared to simulations with more traditional
trees with large trunks (right).

Figure 8:

Directional movement of objects (BMIIB final report vol. 2) and predicted flow pattern
using FLACS simulations for actual, extremely dense vegetation.

A response simulation of small branches was performed to test whether small branches and
undergrowth would simply be bowled along in the accelerating flow that precedes the violent
combustion at the flame front of the explosion, rather than act as a generator of turbulence. It turned
out that once the flame acceleration process was established the acceleration is so sharp that the small
branches contribute to congestion more or less like a matrix of rigidly fixed small pipes of the same
size and geometrical make-up.
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
As described above the strength of the Buncefield explosion could be attributed to a positive
feedback mechanism between combustion generated turbulence at trees surrounding the depot and the
combustion itself. Although the interaction of combustion generated flow and the subsequent
turbulence generation in congested industrial areas and its influence on the combustion is a welldocumented phenomenon both experimentally and theoretically3,4,5,6,7,8,9, the influence of vegetation
on the course of flame propagation in clouds encompassing vegetation has however never been
addressed experimentally.
While experimental studies have not been conducted, the influence of vegetation may have played an
important role in certain explosion accidents. The most paramount example is the Ufa-accident of
1989 (in the Ural Mountains in Russia), which happened in a valley in a dense forest area after a
pipeline rupture involving LPG. The ignition occurred when two passenger trains travelling in
opposite directions entered the cloud. 1224 people were killed or injured10.
Below the results of a preliminary experimental program aiming at determining whether vegetation
can affect flame propagation contributing to blast generated by vapor cloud explosions is presented11.
Experimental Results
The test volume retaining the gas cloud, shown in Figure 9 consisted of a plastic-covered tunnel that
was 20 m long with a semi-circular cross-section 3.2 m in diameter. The total volume of the tent was
approximately 80.4 m3. The plastic tent released at very low overpressures as to minimally affect the
explosion. A gas recirculation system was used to prepare gas mixtures inside of propane in air (4.04.2 % vol). A high voltage, long duration, oscillating electric spark was used to ignite the propane-air
mixtures (see Figure 9). Explosion pressures along the center at 1m, 10.5m and 19.7m from ignition
source and flame speeds (using high-speed video) were the main parameters measured.

Figure 9:

Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up used during this work showing the position of
the ignition source and pressure transducers.

A total of 5 tests were performed. Test 1 was intended to be a reference test for subsequent tests and
was performed without primary obstructions. Tests 2 and 3 were performed with one and two rows of
small bushes mounted along the tunnel respectively. Approximately 70 plants were used in each row.
The height of the bushes was of the order of 0.3-0.5 m. In terms of area blockage, the bushes
“blocked” approximately 3-4% of the cross-sectional area of the tent. Tests 4 and 5 were performed
with one and two rows of larger bushes respectively. These bushes were taken from the direct
surroundings of the test site. The spacing between the bushes was of the order of 0.4-0.6 m and each

row consisted of approximately 40 bushes or sets of branches. For these tests the bushes were of the
order of 1.5 m high and blocked around 20-40% of the cross-sectional area of the tent respectively.
The results of flame speeds derived from the high speed recordings in all tests have been presented in
Figure 10. The results are presented as average flame speeds since they concern flame speed values
derived from each frame.

Figure 10:

The average flame speed as a function of the distance from the ignition source.

The results clearly show a strong difference of flame speeds obtained in the presence of larger bushes
obtained from the direct surroundings of the test site and those obtained in an “empty” facility. The
maximum flame speeds seen for the empty tent are 10-15 m/s. Only a marginal increase is observed
for small bushes. In the presence of the larger bushes maximum flame speeds of 41 m/s and 63 m/s
are observed indicating a considerable increase. Distinct flame accelerations are seen in all tests after
ignition. In the case of the small bushes these accelerations are marginal, but in the case of the larger
bushes, the flame speeds clearly increase in the second half of the experimental set-up, demonstrating
a flame accelerating effect of vegetation.
The pressure measurements only showed a small increase of pressure. For the P2 and P3 positions,
pressure increases related to the second phase of flame acceleration of magnitude 2-6 mbar for test 4
and approximately 5-10 mbar for test 5, respectively. This is not surprising as explosion severity
(source pressure) is strongly dependent on scale, and the limited volume and flame run-up distances in
the experiments pale in comparison to what existed during the incident at Buncefield.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Buncefield depot was a unique installation in that dense vegetation in the form of trees
and bushes was present. Using the explosion simulator FLACS, the geometry of the Buncefield site
was modeled including the dense vegetation. A large, shallow, heavier-than-air gas cloud was defined
to cover part of the site and surroundings. After ignition, the flame front reached the dense vegetation
and accelerated through the trees along the surrounding roads, resulting in high overpressures of
several bar being generated by FLACS. These overpressures were consistent with observed blast
damage after the incident. In addition, FLACS simulations predicted strong convective flow towards
the ignition source similar to the observed blast damage indicators verified after the incident. This is
the first time the effect of trees on explosions has been demonstrated by 3D analyses.
To further demonstrate the validity of these results, a set of experiments was performed to show that
congestion caused by dense vegetation could cause strong flame accelerations. The test volume

consisted of a plastic tunnel, 20 m long with a semi-circular cross-section 3.2 m in diameter allowing
for representing lanes of vegetation. The total volume of the tent was approximately 80.4 m3. The
experimental program involved different degrees of vegetation size, vegetation density (blocking
ratio) and number of vegetation lanes (over the full length of the tunnel). The main conclusions of the
study are that trees can have an influence on flame acceleration in gas-air clouds, and that advanced
models such as FLACS can be used to study such influence.
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